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Purpose: We aimed to compare the efficacy, safety, and cost-effectiveness of non-pharmacological- and pharmacological treatment 
strategies for Lumbar disc herniation (LDH) in pragmatic clinical settings.
Patients and Methods: This study was a pilot, two-armed, parallel pragmatic randomized controlled trial. Thirty patients aged 19–70 years 
with a numeric rating scale (NRS) score ≥5 for sciatica and confirmed LDH on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were included. Participants 
were assigned in a 1:1 ratio to non-pharmacological (non-Phm) or pharmacological (Phm) treatment group. They were treated for 8 weeks and 
a total follow-up period was 26 weeks after randomization. Non-Phm treatment included acupuncture, spinal manual therapy, etc., Phm 
included medication, injection, nerve block, etc., The primary outcome was a numeric rating scale (NRS) of radiating leg pain. NRS for low 
back pain, Oswestry disability index, visual analog scale, Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire, patient global impression of change, Short 
Form-12 Health Survey, version 2, 5-level European Quality of Life-5 dimensions (EQ-5D) were also measured. Linear mixed model was used 
to evaluated the difference in change of outcomes from baseline between two groups. An economic evaluation was conducted using 
incremental cost-effectiveness ratios.
Results: There was no significant difference between the two groups in the intervention period, but non-Phm group showed 
significantly greater degree of improvement in follow-up of Week 14. Difference in the NRS for sciatica and ODI were 1.65 (95% 
CI 0.59 to 2.71, p=0.003) and 8.67 (95% CI 1.37 to 15.98, p=0.21), respectively in Week 14. The quality-adjusted life year (QALY) 
value calculated by EQ-5D and Short Form-6 Dimension were 0.006 (95% CI −0.012 to 0.024, p=0.472) and 0.015 (95% CI −0.008 to 
0.038, p=0.195) higher in non-Phm group than in Phm group. The cost was lower in non-Phm group than in Phm group (Difference: 
−682, 95% CI −3349 to 1699, p=0.563).
Conclusion: We confirmed that the non-Phm treatment could be more cost-effective treatments than Phm treatments and feasibility of 
a large-scale of main study in future.
Keywords: conservative treatment, intervertebral disc displacement, low back pain, sciatica

Introduction
Lumbar disc herniation (LDH) is one of the most common causes of low back pain (LBP) and radiating leg pain 
(sciatica).1 The prevalence of sciatica vary from 1.6% in the general population to 43% in specific working populations.2 
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Most cases of sciatica caused by acute LDH show favorable outcomes and resolve within 2 weeks to 3 months.3,4 

However, in some cases, LDH becomes a chronic condition of lifelong experience with LBP.5

Conservative treatment should be the first-line therapy for sciatica; nonetheless, the best method of conservative 
treatment remains unclear, with guidelines differing in their recommendations.4 The American College of Physicians 
(ACP) recommends that non-pharmacological treatments, such as superficial heat treatment, massage, acupuncture, and 
spinal manipulation, should be selected for patients with LBP with or without sciatica.6 Among these various non- 
pharmacological treatments, there are many differences between guidelines for acupuncture and manual therapy. Korea 
guidelines7 recommend acupuncture and spinal manual therapy with high grade level of evidence. It suggested that 
acupuncture, electroacupuncture, and spinal manual therapy are helpful in improving pain and overall symptoms in 
patients with LDH. However, the United Kingdom (UK) guidelines8 recommend manual therapy only alongside an 
exercise program and against acupuncture. The Danish guidelines9 also state that acupuncture has low-quality evidence.

On the other hand, harms and serious adverse events for these non-pharmacological therapies have not been 
reported.6 In an RCT study on manual therapy for the neck, adverse events related to the musculoskeletal system and 
nervous system were observed in 5 patients (9.3%) in the intervention group, but all were mild or moderate side effects.10 

In a systemic review of acupuncture treatment for a LDH patient, adverse events were reported in two trials, one reported 
no adverse events, and one reported local haematoma.11

The recommendations for invasive treatment also vary widely depending on guidelines. Some recent guidelines6,9 do 
not recommend epidural injections or facet joint injections, whereas the UK guidelines8 recommend epidural injections 
for patients with severe sciatica. The United States (US) guidelines12 also strongly recommend epidural injections for the 
management of sciatica or LDH. It suggested that transforaminal epidural steroid injections provide short-term (2–4 
weeks) pain relief in LDH patients. Epidural injection is associated with serious adverse events such as plegia, spinal 
cord injury, dural hemorrhage, paralysis, stroke, and dural punctures, although the incidence rate is low.13–15

Meanwhile, nevertheless medication is one of the most frequently used treatments for back pain and neuropathic 
patients,16,17 major guidelines tend to place less emphasis on medication treatments.18 The ACP6 recommends that 
pharmacological treatment should be considered only when patients have inadequate response to non-pharmacological 
therapy. NSAIDS, one of the representative medication, is associated with slight pain and functional improvement, but 
has a high possibility of adverse events such as abdominal pain, gastrointestinal bleeding/perforation, dizziness, and 
headache.6 Opioids are also associated with nausea and vomiting, and have long-term adverse events such as addiction 
and abuse. Several guidelines caution that opioids should be used only in carefully selected patients for a short 
duration.19,20

Nevertheless, there are several guidelines that recommend medication. UK guidelines state that non-steroidal anti- 
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) should be considered for managing LBP, the lowest effective dose should be prescribed 
for the shortest possible time, considering potential harm.8 Another guideline from NICE offered a choice of amitripty-
line, duloxetine, gabapentin or pregabalin as initial treatment for neuropathic pain.21

In the other hand, medication such as opioids and epidural injections are widely used in real-world clinical practice. 
Opioid use is highly common and has been increasing in Canada and the US.22,23 In South Korea, 78.5% of patients with 
LDH were prescribed non-opioid analgesics, and 4% were prescribed opioid analgesics.24 In addition, nerve blocks were 
used in > 14% of the patients with LBP,24 while 10%–11% of the patients used injection therapy.25 This indicates that 
active pharmacotherapy, including nerve blocks, is commonly used in real-world clinical practice, regardless of the 
recommendations in clinical practice guidelines.

Evidently, relevant high-quality clinical studies are necessary to address conflicting opinions among guidelines and 
gaps between recommendations and the real-world. South Korea has a dual healthcare system with Western and Korean 
medicine, and Korean Medicine doctors (KMDs) can independently use acupuncture or manual therapy. In addition, 
patients can select treatment methods according to their preferences and medical conditions. Thus, it is appropriate to 
compare the two-treatment strategy in real-world clinical settings.

Therefore, in this study, we aimed to exploratory compare the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of non-pharmacological 
and active pharmacological treatment strategies based on pragmatic clinical settings and evaluate the feasibility of 
conducting a large-scale clinical trial. This study hypothesized that non-pharmacological treatment would be more cost- 
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effectiveness than pharmacological treatment. The results of this study will be useful information for patients and 
clinicians who have to choose the treatment options.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Setting
This was a pragmatic randomized controlled, parallel-grouped pilot study. In a spine specialty hospital of Korean 
medicine in South Korea, 30 patients were selected and randomly assigned to a non-pharmacological treatment (Non- 
Phm) group and a pharmacological treatment (Phm) group at a 1:1 ratio (15 participants per group). The patients 
underwent treatment for a total of 8 weeks, with two sessions a week, and followed up after 9, 13, and 26 weeks from 
randomization. Patient recruitment was conducted from July to December 2021, and the last follow-up ended in 
June 2022.

Before commencing the clinical study, the investigator held a one-on-one briefing session with the study participants 
to provide sufficient explanation of the information on the clinical study (effects, adverse events, and matters related to 
patient safety), and obtained the signed consent form from all participants. Timelines of the clinical study was shown in 
Supplementary Table 1.

All documents related to this study, including the protocol, were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the 
Jaseng Hospital of Korean Medicine before the initiation of patient recruitment (JASENG 2021–02-015). The protocol 
was registered at Clinicaltrials.gov (NCT04833270) and cris.nih.go.kr (KCT0006113). This study was conducted in 
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Participants
In this study, men and women between the ages of 19 and 70 years who had an average numeric rating scale (NRS) score 
≥5 for radiating leg pain (sciatica) for three consecutive days and who were confirmed with LDH on magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) that could account for the radiating pain in the leg were included. If the grade of disc herniation on MRI 
was “protrusion” or higher, it was judged to be LDH. The MRI reading was performed by a radiologist. Whether the 
patient’s symptoms were due to LDH findings on MRI was judged by a Korean medicine doctor with more than 2 years 
of clinical experience. As for disease codes of LDH, M51 for the seventh revision of the Korean standard classification of 
disease (KCD-7) was used. The KCD-7 is the Korean version mapping of the International Classification of Disease and 
Causes of Death-10 (ICD-10). Those who were diagnosed with specific critical conditions that may cause low back pain 
or radiating leg pain (spine metastasis of malignancy, acute fracture of the spine, or spine dislocation); those who were 
taking steroids, immunosuppressants, psychotropic medications, or any other medication that may affect the results of 
this study; and those who had undergone lumbar spinal surgery within the last 3 months were excluded from this study. 
The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the eligibility of the participants are presented in Supplementary Material 1.

Intervention
In this study, the treatment strategy for each group was determined in advance but not the specific treatment methods. 
The treatment was conducted based on the assigned strategy; however, the details of the actual treatment were 
determined and implemented based on the decisions of the clinician according to the patient’s condition. All treatment 
details are recorded in detail in the case report form (CRF).

Non-Phm Treatment Group
In the Non-Phm group, the patients underwent a total of 16 sessions of treatment, twice a week for 8 weeks, in principle; 
however, the actual frequency was determined after considering the patient’s condition and the clinician’s judgment. 
Typical Korean medicine with Non-Phm treatments include acupuncture, electroacupuncture, and spinal manual therapy. 
The acupoints used in acupuncture treatment, depth of needle insertion, frequency of stimulation and intensity with 
a needle for electroacupuncture therapy, and type of manual were selected according to the clinical judgment of 
the KMD.
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Phm Group
Active Phm treatment strategies include the prescription of medications, injections and nerve blocks. However, 
considering that there are almost no cases where only a drug prescription is made in actual clinical practice, physical 
therapy, such as transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) and interferential current therapy (ICT), can be 
performed together if necessary. During the 8-week intervention period, three sessions of nerve blocks and two drug 
prescriptions per week were recommended; nonetheless, the actual procedure, drug prescription, and number of 
prescription days were determined at the discretion of the responsible clinician.

Outcomes
Primary and Secondary outcomes
The primary outcome of this study was the NRS of radiating leg pain. The NRS is a numeric pain scale for the objective 
representation of subjective pain felt by individual patients, and the intensity of pain over the past week was evaluated. 
The patient selects a number from 0 to 10 that best represents the current level of pain and discomfort (0 representing no 
pain and 10 representing the worst pain and discomfort imaginable).26,27

For secondary outcomes, the NRS score for LBP, Oswestry disability index (ODI),28,29 visual analog scale (VAS) for 
LBP and radiating pain,27 Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (FABQ),30 patient global impression of change 
(PGIC),31,32 Short Form-12 Health Survey, version 2 (SF-12 v2),33 5-level European Quality of Life-5 dimensions 
(EQ-5D-5L) [9, 10, and credibility and expectancy were measured. All questionnaires used in this study were verified 
validity and reliability. Detailed descriptions for each outcome and timelines are presented in Supplementary Material 2.

In addition, changes in the severity of disc herniation on MRI was investigated, and the pathological state of disc 
herniation was classified into a total of four types (desiccated or bulging; protrusion; extrusion; and sequestration or 
migration) for each of the baseline and Week 27 follow-up time points. Regardless of the level of the spine, if any of the 
levels had a corresponding finding, it was considered present; otherwise, it was absent.

Resource Utilization Measurements
In addition to the intervention conducted within the trial, the utilization of healthcare services related to LBP and 
radiating leg pain was surveyed at each visit of the participants. For the survey, a questionnaire that was separately 
developed for this purpose with structured questions to assess formal or informal medical costs, non-medical costs, time 
costs, and costs of productivity loss was used. Formal medical costs refer to costs incurred in using the services of 
healthcare providers, while informal medical costs include costs of purchasing healthy functional food and medical 
devices. Non-medical costs include costs incurred while using healthcare services, such as transportation costs, the time 
the patient spent, and fee of the paid caregiver. The cost of productivity loss refers to the cost of economic loss caused by 
(i) not being able to participate in labor or (ii) reduced work productivity owing to illness.

For medications (drugs prescribed for a current medical condition or as a rescue medication), the types and doses of 
prescribed drugs were surveyed; further, for all treatments, the information on the cost per treatment was collected. The 
expenses identified from the survey were considered non-reimbursement and copayment, and the payer reimbursement 
was calculated using the cost of payer reimbursement corresponding to the age and gender of the patient with the 
applicable condition from the 2019 Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service - National Patient Sample data.34

Transportation costs were also investigated through patient surveys; time costs were estimated through a survey on 
the time taken for patients to receive treatment and then by individual substitution of the standard wage corresponding to 
the age and gender of the patient from the 2021 Survey Report on Labor Conditions by Employment Type.35

Productivity loss was surveyed using the Work Productivity and Activity Impairment–Specific Health Problem 
(WPAI–SHP) questionnaire.36 WPAI–SHP allows the assessment of absenteeism (work time missed), presenteeism 
(impairment while working), overall work productivity loss (absenteeism + presenteeism), and activity impairment 
(impairment in regular activities) due to specific health problems in the past week.37,38 In this study, to consider 
productivity loss and opportunity costs for the self-employed and household tasks, as well as the productivity loss for 
paid workers under employment, overall work productivity loss was applied for paid workers under employment, and 
activity impairment was applied for other participants to calculate WPAI. The cost of economic loss due to productivity 
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loss was estimated by multiplying the WPAI obtained through patient surveys and the standard wage applicable to the 
age and gender of the patient.35

For all costs, the inflation rate in the healthcare price index was applied to convert to the amount representative of the 
price as of 2022. For exchange rates, the average exchange rate from January–June 2022, based on a bank in South 
Korea, which was 1234.31 won, was applied39 and expressed in US dollars.

Sample Size Estimation
There has been no previous study comparing the effectiveness of Non-Phm and active Phm in patients with LDH, which 
could have provided a basis for calculating the target sample size of this study. As a pilot study to evaluate the feasibility 
of a follow-up study, this study allocated 12 participants to each group, which was considered the minimum number 
necessary for a pilot study;40 further, considering a dropout rate of 20%, 15 participants were to be allocated to each 
group. Therefore, a total of 30 patients were recruited for this study.

Randomization
Participants who were determined to be eligible based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria and signed the Informed 
consent form for this clinical study were assigned to two groups at a ratio of 1:1 (15 participants each) using 
a randomization table The randomization table was created in advance by a statistician using R studio 1.1.463 (© 
2009–2018 RStudio, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts, United States). The random sequence was generated by block 
randomization, and the size of one block was randomly set between 2 and 4. The generated randomization results 
were sealed in an opaque envelope and stored in a double-locked cabinet, and the screening researcher of each study 
institute opened the randomization envelope for each patient to proceed with the group assignment. The randomization 
number assigned to each study participant was recorded on the electronic chart.

Blinding
Owing to the nature of interventions in this study, blinding was not possible; therefore, this study was conducted as an 
open-label study, while assessor blinding was applied. An assessor who did not participate in the process of intervention 
in this study was blinded to the group allocation and performed the assessment in a separate place before the intervention.

Data Management and Monitoring
The electronic CRF (e-CRF) based on the internet-based clinical research management systems operated by the Korean 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was used in this study. Before the commencement of the study, training was 
held for the investigators in their respective institutions on the developed standard operating procedures and e-CRF input 
guidelines. The data entered into the e-CRF were locked and concealed from all investigators except for the person in 
charge of data management. In addition, monitoring was conducted five times in total to ensure the safety of participants 
and integrity of the study data.

Statistical Analysis
In this study, intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis was conducted as the primary analysis. For handling missing data, a mixed 
model for repeated measures was used in the case of the linear mixed model (LMM), which is a primary analysis. An 
area under the curve comparison, a secondary analysis, was performed after replacing the missing data with multiple 
imputations. For sensitivity analysis, we initially planned to present the per-protocol (PP) analysis results for patients 
who received >12 sessions of treatment during the 8-week intervention period; all but one patient underwent >12 
treatment sessions, and this patient, who had only baseline values, was excluded from LMM analysis. Therefore, the 
analysis results of the ITT and PP analysis sets were the same; hence, they are not presented separately.

The sociodemographic characteristics of the study participants and treatment expectancy were evaluated for each 
group. Continuous variables were expressed in terms of mean (standard deviation) or median (quartile), and the 
differences between the two groups were tested by using independent t-test or Wilcoxon-rank sum test depending on 
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the distribution of samples. Categorical variables were expressed using frequencies (%), and the differences between the 
two groups were compared using the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test.

Regarding the outcome measures in this clinical study, the difference in changes in continuous outcomes from baseline 
levels for each timepoint between the two groups was evaluated. Regarding primary analysis, an LMM was used, with 
baseline values of each outcome used as covariates and the group as the fixed factor. In addition, the areas under the curve 
from randomization to the last week of the follow-up period were calculated to compare the total changes in outcome values 
in the two groups. Effect size for primary and secondary outcomes were also calculated for Week 9 and Week 13.

The significance level was set to 0.05 for all statistical analyses, and SAS 9.4 (© SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA) or 
R studio 1.1.463 (© 2009–2018 RStudio, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts, United States) was used for the statistical analyses.

Economic Evaluation
In this study, cost-effectiveness was compared between the Non-Phm- and Phm groups through economic evaluation. 
The primary outcome for economic evaluation was the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of the Non-Phm 
group to the Phm group. ICER was calculated by dividing the difference in cost between the two groups by the difference 
in the quality-adjusted life year (QALY) value. The values of QALY were calculated with EQ-5D-5L and short-form six 
dimensions (SF-6D). Missing data were replaced by multiple imputations using the Markov chain Monte Carlo method. 
The uncertainty of cost-effectiveness was estimated by bootstrapping the cost and QALY, and the probability that the 
Korean medicine Non-Phm would be cost-effective as a function of willingness to pay (WTP) was determined using the 
cost-effectiveness acceptability curves. All analyses were conducted from societal perspectives, including the cost of 
productivity loss. The threshold for WTP was set at $24,710 based on the reported amount in South Korea.41

Two types of sensitivity analyses were performed. First, we modified the calculation method for the production loss. 
In the primary analysis, the overall work impairment of all patients, including participants who were not paid workers, 
was calculated. In the sensitivity analysis, it was considered that income loss due to time and productivity loss occurred 
only for employed patients, and the loss for all patients who were not paid workers under employment was calculated as 
0 US dollars. Second, a cost-effectiveness analysis for ODI was conducted. Differential ODI was calculated using the 
difference between the baseline and the last follow-up time point for each group.

Adverse Events
In this study, all adverse events (AEs) that occurred during the clinical trial were investigated and recorded. AEs were 
collected through patient complaints or observations, and the occurrence of AEs was compared between the two groups 
in terms of frequency.

The causality between each treatment method and the AE that occurred was categorized into six levels (1 = definitely 
related, 2 = probably related, 3 = possibly related, 4 = probably not related, 5 = definitely not related, and 6 = unknown). The 
severity of AEs was classified into three levels following the Spilker AE classification system [Mild (1): did not impair the 
participant’s normal activities of daily living (ADLs), caused minimal discomfort, and required no additional treatment; 
moderate (2): significantly impaired the participant’s normal ADLs and may have required treatment, but they were resolved 
after treatment; severe (3): severely impaired the participant’s normal ADLs, required intense treatment, and left sequelae].

Results
Participants
From May 2021 to December 2021, a total of 172 patients underwent the screening process. Among those who were 
recruited, 30 patients were enrolled and randomly assigned to the Non-Phm and Phm groups. In the Non-Phm group, one 
participant withdrew consent after the first visit, and another patient withdrew consent after 7 weeks of treatment. No 
participants dropped out in the Phm group. Consequently, ITT analysis was conducted on a total of 29 patients (n = 14 in 
the Non-Phm group; n = 15 in the Phm group). As all 29 participants underwent >12 sessions of treatment, PP analysis 
was not conducted separately (Figure 1).
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Baseline Characteristics
The baseline characteristics of the study participants are outlined in Table 1. The proportion of females in the Non-Phm 
group and Phm group was 60.0% and 46.7% respectively (p=0.714), and the mean age was 45.2 ± 14.2 and 49.1 ± 8.7 
(p=0.369). There were 5 (33.3%) and 7 (46.7%) patients who were recommended for spinal surgery (p=0.709), and 1 
(6.7%) and 2 (13.3%) had spinal surgery (p=1.000). On MRI, 4 (26.6%) and 5 (33.3%) patients showed more than 
extrusion findings on disc herniation. There were no outcomes and characteristics that showed significant differences 
between the two groups at baseline.

Figure 1 Flowcharts of participants. Of the total 172 patients screened, 30 who met the inclusion criteria and agreed to participate in the study were enrolled. Intention-to 
treat analysis was performed in 15 patients in the Phm group and 14 patients in the non-Phm group. 
Abbreviations: Phm, pharmacological treatment; non-Phm, non-pharmacological treatment;
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Table 1 Baseline Characteristics of Participants by Randomized Group

Non-Phm (n = 15) Phm (n = 15) P-value

Sex

Female 9 (60.0) 7 (46.7) 0.714

Male 6 (40.0) 8 (53.3)

Age, mean (SD), y 45.2 ± 14.2 49.1 ± 8.7 0.369

BMI, mean (SD) 23.9 ± 3.0 23.7 ± 2.4 0.86

Recommendations for spinal surgery

No 10 (66.7) 8 (53.3) 0.709

Yes 5 (33.3) 7 (46.7)

Steroid injections

0 8 (53.3) 7 (46.7) 0.6497

1 1 (6.7) 3 (20.0)

2 4 (26.7) 2 (13.3)

≥3 2 (13.3) 3 (20.0)

Experience of surgery

No 14 (93.3) 13 (86.7) 1

Yes 1 (6.7) 2 (13.3)

Onset_(months)

Mean (SD) 62.5 ± 52.2 100.0 ± 84.4 0.155

Median [IQR] 53.00 [27.00, 76.00] 53.00 [28.00, 171.50] 0.35

Low back pain

Low back pain 15 (100.0) 15 (100.0) NA

Pelvic pain 8 (53.3) 9 (60.0) 1

Radiating symptoms

Pain 1 (6.7) 2 (13.3) 1

Tingling 6 (40.0) 3 (20.0) 0.426

Both pain and tingling 8 (53.3) 10 (66.7) 0.709

Weakness 0 (0.0) 1 (6.7) 1

Decreased sensation 3 (20.0) 2 (13.3) 1

Pain_(nighttime) 12 (80.0) 10 (66.7) 0.6817

Flexion pain 8 (53.3) 10 (66.7) 0.709

Extension pain 8 (53.3) 11 (73.3) 0.449

Walking time (minutes) 36.0 ± 24.4 40.3 ± 18.2 0.586

(Continued)
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Treatments and Compliance Rate
All patients in the Non-Phm group underwent a session of acupuncture, electroacupuncture, and spinal manual therapy. 
Acupuncture was performed within an average of 14.7 ± 3.9 times per person; the Shinsu acupoint was the most frequently 
used point in the acupuncture treatment. All patients in the Phm group received drug prescriptions, nerve blocks, and 
physical therapy. Regarding physical therapy, ICT and ultrasound were the most frequently used. Among medications, 
aceclofenac was prescribed to all patients for an average of 53.9 ± 12.4 days per patient (Supplementary Table 2).

The average number of visits in the non-Phm group was 14.7 ± 3.9, and the average compliance rate was 92.1% (out 
of a total of 16 visits). The average number of visits in the Phm group was 15.2 ± 1.3, and the average compliance rate 

Table 1 (Continued). 

Non-Phm (n = 15) Phm (n = 15) P-value

Pathological signs on MRI

Desiccated or bulging 13 (86.7) 15 (100.0) 0.4828

Protrusion 14 (93.3) 14 (93.3) 1

Extrusion 2 (13.3) 3 (20.0) 1

Sequestration 2 (13.3) 2 (13.3) 1

Treatment expectancy (mean (SD)) 6.3 ± 2.3 5.2 ± 2.7 0.218

WPAI

Employment status 5 (33.3) 5 (33.3) 1

WPAI_(absenteeism) 0.0 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 0.326

WPAI_(presenteeism) 0.2 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.2 0.489

WPAI_(activity) 0.6 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.2 0.452

Baseline outcomes

NRS_(leg pain) 6.9 ± 1.4 6.9 ± 1.6 0.904

NRS_(low back pain) 6.0 ± 1.4 6.7 ± 1.3 0.188

VAS_(leg pain) 68.3 ± 13.9 69.9 ± 15.7 0.779

VAS_(low back pain) 60.7 ± 12.6 68.5 ± 11.1 0.082

ODI 40.5 ± 12.9 38.2 ± 13.3 0.63

FABQ_(physical activity) 17.1 ± 4.3 17.9 ± 4.3 0.644

FABQ_(working) 23.1 ± 8.8 22.5 ± 10.0 0.878

PCS 37.7 ± 6.2 36.1 ± 6.5 0.501

MCS 45.3 ± 9.8 47.5 ± 7.2 0.492

SF_6D 0.61 ± 0.13 0.61 ± 0.07 0.996

EQ-5D 0.64 ±0.15 0.62 ± 0.14 0.634

Abbreviations: BMI, Body Mass Index; EQ-5D, European Quality of Life-5 Dimensions; FABQ, Fear avoidance beliefs 
questionnaire; IQR, Interquartile range; MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging; MCS, Mental Component Summary; Min, 
minutes; Non-Phm, Non-pharmacological treatment; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; Phm, Pharmacological treatment; PCS, 
Physical Component Summary; ODI, Oswestry disability index; SD, Standard Deviation; SF-6D, Short Form-6 Dimensions; 
VAS, Visual Analogue Scale; WPAI, Work Productivity and Activity Impairment; y, year.
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was 95.0%. In addition, the number of days the Phm group actually took the drug was 49.7 ± 7.9 days with the average 
compliance rate of 83.6%.

Primary and Secondary Outcomes
The NRS score for radiating leg pain, which was the primary outcome, showed no significant difference between the two 
groups at Week 9, the primary endpoint. However, at Week 14 in the follow-up period, the Non-Phm group showed 
a significantly greater improvement (difference: −0.56, 95% CI −1.62 to 0.50, p=0.003). Both NRS and VAS scores for 
LBP and radiating leg pain showed a greater improvement in the Phm group at Week 9—immediately after completion of 
the 8-week intervention (NRS in Phm group: 2.91, 95% CI 2.10 to 3.71; NRS in Non-Phm group: 3.25, 95% CI 2.39 to 
4.10; VAS in Phm group: 27.71, 95% CI 18.81 to 36.60; VAS in Non-Phm group: 32.55, 95% CI 23.11 to 42.00). At 
Week 14 in the follow-up period, superior improvement was achieved in the Non-Phm group, but the difference was not 
significant (Difference of NRS: 0.75, 95% CI −0.43 to 1.93, p=0.208; Difference of VAS: 9.92, 95% CI −4.46 to 24.31, 
p=0.175). Regarding the ODI score, the Non-Phm group showed superior improvement at all time points of Weeks 9, 14, 
and 27; at Week 14 in the follow-up period, the difference was significant (Difference 8.67, 95% CI 1.37 to 15.98, 
p=0.021). Quality of life as measured using EQ-5D and SF-12 also continued to be superior in the Non-Phm group, but 
the difference between the two groups was not significant. (Table 2, Supplementary Table 3, and Figure 2).

Table 2 Primary and Secondary Outcomes According to Treatment and Endpoint

Outcome Non-Phm Phm Difference P-value

NRS_(leg pain)

Week 9 2.83 (2.05 to 3.60) 2.73 (2.00 to 3.46) −0.10 (−1.16 to 0.96) 0.856

Week 14 2.75 (1.98 to 3.52) 4.39 (3.67 to 5.12) 1.65 (0.59 to 2.71)** 0.003

Week 27 3.29 (2.52 to 4.06) 2.73 (2.00 to 3.46) −0.56 (−1.62 to 0.50) 0.299

NRS_(LBP)

Week 9 3.25 (2.39 to 4.10) 2.91 (2.10 to 3.71) −0.34 (−1.52 to 0.84) 0.571

Week 14 3.55 (2.70 to 4.41) 4.31 (3.50 to 5.11) 0.75 (−0.43 to 1.93) 0.208

Week 27 3.71 (2.86 to 4.56) 2.91 (2.10 to 3.71) −0.80 (−1.98 to 0.38) 0.182

ODI

Week 9 25.54 (20.20 to 30.87) 29.74 (24.75 to 34.73) 4.20 (−3.11 to 11.51) 0.255

Week 14 23.33 (18.00 to 28.67) 32.01 (27.02 to 37.00) 8.67 (1.37 to 15.98)* 0.021

Week 27 23.03 (17.69 to 28.36) 27.19 (22.20 to 32.18) 4.17 (−3.14 to 11.48) 0.259

VAS_(leg pain)

Week 9 25.52 (16.56 to 34.48) 25.42 (16.98 to 33.86) −0.09 (−12.41 to 12.22) 0.988

Week 14 22.69 (12.51 to 32.87) 42.38 (33.53 to 51.22) 19.69 (6.20 to 33.18)** 0.005

Week 27 34.66 (24.86 to 44.46) 29.45 (20.61 to 38.30) −5.21 (−18.41 to 8.00) 0.437

VAS_ (LBP)

Week 9 32.55 (23.11 to 42.00) 27.71 (18.81 to 36.60) −4.85 (−18.03 to 8.33) 0.467

Week 14 32.07 (21.35 to 42.79) 41.99 (32.68 to 51.31) 9.92 (−4.46 to 24.31) 0.175

Week 27 37.34 (27.01 to 47.68) 27.46 (18.14 to 36.77) −9.89 (−23.99 to 4.22) 0.168

(Continued)
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Table 2 (Continued). 

Outcome Non-Phm Phm Difference P-value

FABQ_(physical activity)

Week 9 15.79 (13.41 to 18.17) 16.72 (14.50 to 18.93) 0.93 (−2.33 to 4.18) 0.572

Week 14 14.33 (11.95 to 16.71) 16.52 (14.30 to 18.73) 2.19 (−1.07 to 5.44) 0.184

Week 27 13.79 (11.41 to 16.17) 15.12 (12.90 to 17.33) 1.33 (−1.93 to 4.58) 0.419

FABQ_(work)

Week 9 21.92 (17.62 to 26.22) 22.23 (18.23 to 26.23) 0.31 (−5.57 to 6.18) 0.917

Week 14 21.15 (16.85 to 25.45) 19.96 (15.96 to 23.96) −1.19 (−7.06 to 4.68) 0.686

Week 27 17.15 (12.85 to 21.45) 18.69 (14.69 to 22.70) 1.54 (−4.33 to 7.41) 0.6

EQ5D_score

Week 9 0.74 (0.70 to 0.79) 0.73 (0.69 to 0.77) −0.01 (−0.07 to 0.05) 0.738

Week 14 0.77 (0.72 to 0.81) 0.73 (0.69 to 0.77) −0.03 (−0.09 to 0.03) 0.285

Week 27 0.76 (0.71 to 0.80) 0.74 (0.70 to 0.78) −0.02 (−0.08 to 0.04) 0.532

PCS

Week 9 41.45 (38.59 to 44.31) 40.85 (38.18 to 43.53) −0.60 (−4.53 to 3.34) 0.763

Week 14 42.07 (39.21 to 44.93) 39.25 (36.57 to 41.92) −2.83 (−6.76 to 1.11) 0.156

Week 27 42.95 (40.09 to 45.81) 40.79 (38.11 to 43.46) −2.17 (−6.10 to 1.77) 0.276

MCS

Week 9 52.51 (48.14 to 56.89) 48.56 (44.45 to 52.66) −3.96 (−9.96 to 2.05) 0.193

Week 14 49.59 (45.21 to 53.96) 47.25 (43.15 to 51.36) −2.34 (−8.34 to 3.67) 0.44

Week 27 51.55 (47.17 to 55.92) 49.73 (45.63 to 53.84) −1.82 (−7.82 to 4.19) 0.548

PGIC

Week 9 2.31 (1.75 to 2.86) 2.53 (2.01 to 3.05) −0.23 (−0.99 to 0.54) 0.555

Week 14 2.38 (1.83 to 2.94) 3.00 (2.48 to 3.52) −0.62 (−1.38 to 0.15) 0.111

Week 27 2.38 (1.83 to 2.94) 2.40 (1.88 to 2.92) −0.02 (−0.78 to 0.75) 0.968

SF-6D

Week 9 0.70 (0.65 to 0.75) 0.66 (0.62 to 0.71) −0.03 (−0.10 to 0.03) 0.319

Week 14 0.68 (0.63 to 0.73) 0.64 (0.59 to 0.69) −0.04 (−0.10 to 0.03) 0.306

Week 27 0.73 (0.68 to 0.78) 0.69 (0.64 to 0.74) −0.04 (−0.11 to 0.03) 0.275

Notes: Outcomes were assessed as the decrease from the baseline levels. The difference between the two groups was calculated 
using a linear mixed model. * p-value <0.05, ** p-value<0.01. 
Abbreviations: EQ-5D, European Quality of Life-5 Dimensions; FABQ, Fear avoidance beliefs questionnaire; LBP, Low Back Pain; 
MCS, Mental Component Summary; Non-Phm, Non-pharmacological treatment; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; ODI, Oswestry 
disability index; Phm, pharmacological treatment; PCS, Physical Component Summary; PGIC, Patient Global Impression of Change; 
SF-6D, Short Form-6 Dimensions; VAS, Visual Analogue Scale;
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The AUC analysis, which calculated the cumulative outcome for 26 weeks—the total duration of the follow- 
up—revealed no outcome that showed a significant difference between the Non-Phm and Phm groups (Table 3). 
However, the Non-Phm group showed greater improvement than did the Phm group in the following outcomes: NRS 
for leg pain, VAS for leg pain, FABQ, physical activity, ODI, EQ-5D, Physical Component Summary, Mental Component 
Summary, and SF-6D.

The effect size was calculated as the difference between baseline and week 9 and baseline and week 14 values 
(Supplementary Table 4). As a result of the analysis, the effect size of NRS for leg pain was 0.03 and 0.85 in Week 9 and 
Week 13, respectively, that of NRS for LBP was 0.05 and 0.56, and that of ODI was 0.35 and 0.88, respectively. Overall, 

Figure 2 Changes in outcomes over time. (A) Changes of NRS for leg pain, (B) Changes of ODI, (C) Changes of EQ-5D-5L, (D) Changes of SF-6D. 
Abbreviations: NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; EQ-5D-5L, 5-level European Quality of Life-5 dimensions; SF-6D, Short Form-6 Dimension; 
AUC, Area Under Curve; Phm, Pharmacological treatment; non-Phm, non-pharmacological treatment; Wk, Week; CI, Confidence Interval.
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the effect size of Week 13 was calculated larger than that of Week 9, and in particular, the effect sizes of NRS for leg 
pain, ODI, VAS for leg pain and PCS at Week 13 were very high (0.85, 0.88, 0.90, and 0.76, respectively).

MRI Changes
All patients who participated in this clinical trial underwent MRI scans at screening, but at the last follow-up of Week 26, 
10 patients in Non-Phm group and 12 patients in Phm group underwent MRI scans. MRI analysis was performed only for 
patients who had MRI scans at both baseline and follow-up. As a result, all all three patients (two in the Phm group and 
one in the Non-Phm group) who showed sequestration or migration at baseline resolved (Supplementary Table 5). There 
were 3 patients (25.5%) in the Phm group only at baseline with extrusion findings on MRI, and the same was observed at 
Week 26. At baseline, 10 patients (100.0%) in the Non-Phm group and 11 patients (91.7%) in the Phm group showed 
protrusion, and at Week 26, 9 (90.0%) and 11 (91.7%), respectively.

Adverse Events
A total of nine cases of AEs were observed in seven patients, of which, six AEs were “Definitely not related” to the 
intervention in terms of causality and three AEs were “Possibly related” to the intervention. All three “possibly related” 
AEs occurred in the Phm group, and the symptoms of AEs were gastritis, nausea, and headaches. The severity of all AEs 
that occurred during the study was mild (Supplementary Table 6).

Economic Evaluation
The cost analysis of the two groups revealed that the Non-Phm group spent $378 (95% CI: 21 to 765) more in medical 
costs than the Phm group did, but saved $97 (95% CI: −274 to 76) and $964 (95% CI: −3742 to 1175) in non-medical 
costs and productivity loss cost, respectively, compared to the Phm group. Consequently, in terms of the total cost, the 
Non-Phm group spent $7907 (95% CI 6498–9604) and the Phm group spent $8589 (95% CI: 6717–10,772), indicating 
that the Non-Phm group spent $682 (95% CI: –3349 to 1699) less for healthcare utilization in total. The difference in 
QALY between the two groups was 0.006 (95% CI: –0.012 to 0.024) in terms of EQ-5D and 0.015 (95% CI: −0.008 to 
0.038) in terms of SF-6D, indicating that the value of QALY in the Non-Phm group was larger (Table 4). The healthcare 
costs and resource utilization during the intervention- and follow-up periods are summarized in Supplementary Table 7.

Table 3 Area Under the Curve of Outcomes According to Treatment

Non-Phm Phm Difference (95% CI) P-value

NRS_(leg pain) 89.98 (73.07 to 106.90) 98.76 (82.16 to 115.37) −8.78 (−33.70 to 16.14) 0.475

NRS_(LBP) 103.77 (86.83 to 120.71) 100.76 (84.30 to 117.21) 3.01 (−22.16 to 28.19) 0.807

VAS_(leg pain) 843.69 (681.05 to 1006.32) 955.49 (798.23 to 1112.76) −111.81 (−349.88 to 126.26) 0.342

VAS_(LBP) 1009.99 (830.66 to 1189.33) 947.73 (776.20 to 1119.26) 62.26 (−206.99 to 331.52) 0.637

ODI 614.11 (520.84 to 707.38) 741.17 (652.05 to 830.29) −127.06 (−262.99 to 8.87) 0.066

FABQ_(physical activity) 390.93 (355.41 to 426.45) 425.10 (391.88 to 458.32) −34.17 (−85.58 to 17.24) 0.183

FABQ_(work) 542.11 (468.28 to 615.93) 534.67 (463.46 to 605.89) 7.43 (−100.53 to 115.40) 0.888

EQ-5D 18.36 (17.71 to 19.00) 18.03 (17.42 to 18.63) 0.33 (−0.61 to 1.27) 0.472

PCS 1027.97 (979.86 to 1076.07) 980.29 (933.83 to 1026.76) 47.67 (−23.13 to 118.47) 0.177

MCS 1252.03 (1168.94 to 1335.11) 1192.74 (1113.38 to 1272.10) 59.29 (−61.77 to 180.35) 0.322

SF-6D 17.93 (17.11 to 18.75) 17.15 (16.35 to 17.96) 0.78 (−0.43 to 1.98) 0.195

Abbreviations: EQ-5D, European Quality of Life-5 Dimensions; FABQ, Fear avoidance beliefs questionnaire; LBP, Low Back Pain; MCS, Mental Component Summary; 
Non-Phm, Non-pharmacological treatment; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; ODI, Oswestry disability index; Phm, Pharmacological treatment; PCS, Physical Component 
Summary; SF-6D, Short Form-6 Dimensions; VAS, Visual Analogue Scale.
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Table 5 shows the economic evaluation results of Non-Phm compared with Phm. From a societal perspective, the 
Non-Phm group showed a higher QALY and lower cost than the Phm group did, confirming that Non-Phm was 
a dominant option. Based on the analysis of WTP, the probability of Non-Phm being the cost-effective option was 
75.9% in terms of EQ-5D and 80.2% in terms of SF-6D. The cost-effectiveness plane and cost-effectiveness acceptability 
curves are shown in Figure 3.

Discussion
Currently, there are multiple treatment options for patients with LDH, with inconsistencies among guidelines for 
conservative treatment of LDH and a gap between treatment practice in real-world clinical settings and the guidelines. 
This pilot study was conducted to evaluate the feasibility of a clinical study comparing Non-Phm and Phm for patients 
with non-acute LDH. At the time of follow-up, 1 month after the intervention, the degree of improvement in ODI and 
NRS score of radiating leg pain was significantly greater in the Non-Phm than in the Phm group.

There are various treatment options for Non-Phm treatment strategies, but there are often conflicting guidelines for 
acupuncture and manual therapy, especially for acupuncture. Meanwhile, in Korea, many back pain patients use Korean 
medicine, and acupuncture and spinal manipulation are representative Non-Phm treatments used by Korean medicine 

Table 4 Comparisons of Costs and QALY Between the Two Groups

Non-Phm Phm Difference P-value

Medical Costs

Intervention period 1078 (938, 1200) 802 (724, 880) 276 (119, 421)** 0.002

Follow-up 242 (19, 529) 139 (41, 247) 103 (−166, 424) 0.507

Total 1320 (1021, 1672) 941 (794, 1111) 378 (21, 765)* 0.038

Non-Medical Costs

Transportation 28 (14, 43) 22 (13, 29) 6 (−9, 23) 0.448

Interventiona 503 (380, 633) 606 (490, 730) −103 (−279, 71) 0.26

Total 531 (401, 654) 628 (507, 745) −97 (−274, 76) 0.286

Productivity Loss

Intervention period 2291 (1799, 2799) 2357 (1790, 2946) −67 (−865, 708) 0.877

Follow-up 3766 (2779, 4847) 4662 (3224, 6566) −897 (−2957, 943) 0.382

Total 6056 (4723, 7437) 7020 (5236, 9226) −964 (−3742, 1175) 0.424

Total cost

Intervention period 3900 (3305, 4535) 3788 (3221, 4490) 112 (−808, 1038) 0.815

Follow-up 4007 (2985, 5175) 4801 (3429, 6630) −794 (−2949, 1074) 0.472

Total 7907 (6498, 9604) 8589 (6717, 10,772) −682 (−3349, 1699) 0.563

QALY

EQ-5D 0.371 (0.359, 0.384) 0.365 (0.353, 0.377) 0.006 (−0.012, 0.024) 0.472

SF-6D 0.345 (0.329, 0.361) 0.330 (0.314, 0.345) 0.015 (−0.008, 0.038) 0.195

Notes: *p-value <0.05, **p-value<0.01, aTime loss for intervention. 
Abbreviations: EQ-5D, European Quality of Life-5 Dimensions; Non-Phm, Non-pharmacological treatment; Phm, 
Pharmacological treatment; QALY, Quality-adjusted life year; SF-6D, Short Form-6 Dimensions.
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doctors. Therefore, in this study, among Non-phm treatment strategies, acupuncture and manual therapy were selected 
and compared with Phm treatment.

The primary outcome of this study was NRS for leg pain, and besides this, both NRS and VAS are used to assess leg 
and back pain. Both NRS and VAS are validated outcomes to assess pain severity. However, there is a difference that 
NRS can be asked verbally, and VAS should be evaluated by looking at the paper. For convenience, this study allowed 

Table 5 Economic Evaluation Results

Difference in QALY Difference in Cost ICER Prob

Main analysis

EQ-5D 0.006 (−0.012 to 0.024) −682 (−3349 to 1699) Dominant 75.9

SF-6D 0.015 (−0.008 to 0.038) Dominant 80.2

Sensitivity 1

NRS for leg pain −0.40 (−2.10 to 1.31) −682 (−3349 to 1699) 1707 35.7

NRS for LBP −0.79 (−2.46 to 0.88) 867 17.5

ODI 3.64 (−4.57 to 11.86) Dominant 83.8

Sensitivity 2

EQ-5D 0.006 (−0.012 to 0.024) 378 (21 to 765) 59,433 21.6

SF-6D 0.015 (−0.008 to 0.038) 25,290 51.6

Notes: Sensitivity 1 indicates the result of cost-effectiveness analysis for the NRS score for leg pain, NRS score for low back 
pain, and ODI. Sensitivity 2 indicates the analysis from healthcare system perspectives including only medical costs and non- 
medical costs. Prob indicates the probability of the non-pharmacological treatment strategy being the cost-effective option at 
willingness to pay. 
Abbreviations: EQ-5D, European Quality of Life-5 Dimensions; ICER, Incremental Cost-effectiveness Ratios; LBP, Low back 
pain; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; QALY, Quality-adjusted Life Year; SF-6D, Short Form-6 
Dimensions;

Figure 3 Comparison of cost-effectiveness of non-pharmacological and pharmacological treatments in terms of societal perspective. (A) Cost-effectiveness plane, (B) Cost- 
effectiveness acceptability curves. 
Abbreviations: EQ-5D-5L, 5-level European Quality of Life-5 dimensions; SF-6D, Short Form-6 Dimension.
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telephone surveys at the f/u, but VAS is an item that cannot be surveyed over the phone. Therefore, it is decided to 
primary outcome as NRS, not VAS. In addition, the use of both scales was to see whether the two outcomes showed 
similar results, that is, to improve the reliability of the results. In this study, the reliability of the results was demonstrated 
by the two outcomes showing similar results and directions.

Based on the baseline characteristics of the 30 participants in this study, 40% were recommended for spinal surgery, 
30% showed extrusion or sequestrated discs on MRI findings, and the NRS score for radiating leg pain was approxi-
mately 7 points, indicating that patients with severe LDH participated in this clinical trial. Additionally, the onset median 
value of the patients was 53 months in both groups, indicating many patients with chronic conditions of LDH.

The changes in the NRS score of radiating leg pain during the 8-week intervention period showed gradual 
improvement in both groups, but the improvement in the Phm group tended to be slightly greater. However, in the 
Phm group, the pain worsened at Week 14 and then improved again. Accordingly, at Week 14 in the follow-up period, the 
improvement in the Non-Phm group was significantly greater. Looking at the minimal clinically important differences 
(MCID) for major outcomes, there were previous studies where the MCID for NRS of back pain ranged from 1 to 2.3, 
and for NRS of leg pain ranged from 1 to 1.6 and ODI ranged from 10 to 12.8. In this study, at Week 14, the difference in 
NRS of leg pain between the two groups was 1.65 (95% CI 0.59 to 2.71), and the difference in ODI was 8.67 (95% CI 
1.37 to 15.98).42–45 Therefore, the difference in NRS is judged to be a significant difference beyond the MCID between 
the two groups, and the ODI difference is also judged to be large, ranging from 67% to 87% of the MCID.

Meanwhile, ODI showed a slightly different pattern from the pain outcomes, with excellent improvement in the Non- 
Phm group throughout the intervention and follow-up periods. ODI in the non-Phm group continuously decreased during 
the follow-up period as well as during the intervention period, but in the Phm group, it also worsened at Week 14 and 
then improved again. Functional disability may be expected to improve once pain reduces, but this is not necessarily the 
case in real-world clinical practice. Pain and physical functions are associated with various factors such as biomechanical 
and psychosocial factors.46,47 One study that analyzed the correlation between pain, functional disability, and quality of 
life for 195 patients who used primary care for the management of LBP in Spain concluded that improvement in pain 
resulted in little improvement in functional disability and quality of life.47 Therefore, careful consideration of the most 
important outcome measure between pain and functional disability, which more accurately reflects the status of 
a patient’s improvement and can serve as a primary outcome, is crucial.

In addition, quality of life also improved overall in both groups, and the Non-Phm group showed an overall trend of 
higher quality of life scores during the intervention and follow-up periods than did the Phm group. LBP is associated 
with quality of life in various aspects such as pain, psychological factors, and societal factors.48 A large-scale cross- 
sectional survey study conducted in France49 indicated that LBP correlated with low quality of life. Assessment of 
quality of life is important in identifying patients’ needs and establishing treatment goals and plans; additionally, it is 
instrumental as an outcome evaluating treatment effects.50 Of note, the findings of this study indicated that Non-Phm 
showed a significant improvement in functional disability and quality of life compared to Phm. However, as this is a pilot 
study with a small sample size, whether Non-Phm is more effective in improving physical function and quality of life 
than the pain itself will need to be clarified in a large-scale main trial, which will be conducted later.

Meanwhile, the pain- and function-related outcomes of the Phm group improved up to the end of the intervention 
period, worsened considerably at Week 14 in the follow-up period, and improved again at Week 27 in the follow-up 
period. The worsening at Week 14 is thought to be caused by the discontinuation of medication that suppressed pain 
during the intervention period. To examine the reason for the improvement at Week 27, healthcare utilization by patients 
between Weeks 14 and 27 was investigated (Supplementary Table 8); six people in the Phm group sought additional 
medical care, and their average NRS and ODI scores at Week 14 were higher than those who did not seek additional 
healthcare service, indicating that patients who had little improvement or whose conditions exacerbated availed addi-
tional medical care. Nonetheless, the difference in improvement between the groups with and without healthcare 
utilization was not large, indicating that the improvement at Week 27 was not due to additional healthcare utilization 
between Weeks 14 and 27. Whether this pattern is a specific characteristic of the participants in this study or a general 
characteristic of Phm will need to be investigated in future studies planned for a larger number of patient samples.
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Furthermore, MRI scans were examined at baseline and at the final follow-up timepoint. A comparison of the MRI 
findings at baseline revealed no significant difference between the groups. There were missing data at the time of follow- 
up, rendering comparison before and after the intervention challenging. However, analysis of patients with MRI findings 
both at baseline and after intervention revealed that sequestration-migration of disc herniation on MRI findings observed 
in all three patients resolved during the follow-up period. As important changes were observed on MRI in this way, in- 
depth research and considerable discussion will be needed in advance to leverage the changes on MRI findings in the 
main trial that will be conducted later.

An assessment and analysis of AEs in the Phm group revealed three AEs (gastritis, nausea, and headaches) possibly 
related to the intervention. NSAIDs, such as aceclofenac, were the main prescription drugs used in the Phm group during 
the intervention period, and pregabalin and a combination of tramadol and acetaminophen were prescribed to all patients. 
Tramadol, an opioid, is known to lead to abuse and misuse51 and cause side effects such as gastrointestinal symptoms, 
including constipation and nausea, and neurologic symptoms, including dizziness and headaches.52 NSAIDs are also 
reported to be associated with headaches and heartburn.52 In this study, although the AEs were not severe, they were 
observed at a high percentage of 20% in the Phm group. Therefore, when prescribing medications, the possible side 
effects and benefits of the drug must be carefully considered.

Additionally, economic evaluation alongside the pilot randomized controlled trial was conducted. Cost analysis 
revealed that medical cost, including the cost of the intervention, was high in the Non-Phm group. Among the treatments 
received by the Phm group, medication costs were low, and the cost of nerve blocks was relatively high. However, 11 of 
15 patients in the Phm group received nerve blocks, and a total of 15 sessions of nerve blocks were performed. If more 
nerve blocks were performed, the medical cost result would have been different. In the Non-Phm group, although the 
medical costs were higher, the cost of productivity loss was lower, resulting in a slightly lower total cost. Furthermore, as 
QALY was higher in this group, Non-Phm was a more dominant option than Phm in terms of societal perspectives. 
However, the number of samples was too small to conduct economic evaluation alongside this pilot study; therefore, 
further verification is required on the reliability of the economic evaluation results. More reliable results may be obtained 
in a future large-scale clinical trial.

There are some limitations to this study. First, although our objective was to compare the Non-Phm and active Phm 
groups, physical therapy, such as TENS and ICT, was used in the active pharmacological treatment group. This decision 
was made in consideration of the fact that in the real world, patients with LDH rarely receive only pharmacological 
treatment without physical therapy.24 Besides, there are conflicting guidelines for nerve block, etc. Therefore, we wanted 
to compare the effects of non-pharmacological treatment with active pharmacological treatment including injection or 
nerve block, rather than simply medication prescription. However, active pharmacological treatment was not performed 
in the Phm group because the physician in charge of Phm treatment in this study was conservative in his treatment. 
Therefore, it is questionable whether the Phm group reflected the real world well. In further study, to better reflect the real 
world, we will consider a method of receiving treatment at an external institution rather than in trial institution. In 
additions, although we investigated the detailed information of treatment used in each group, types of nerve blocks and 
medications used for blocks were not investigated. This point will be supplemented to collect more detailed information 
about treatment in the main study. Lastly, due to the small number of subjects in this study, care must be taken in the 
interpretation and generalization of our study results. Again, due to the small number of participants, subgroup analysis 
on various baseline factors such as surgical and injection experience was not conducted in this study. It is expected that 
more reliable conclusions and interpretations will be possible through a large-scale main study and various results will be 
derived through subgroup analysis of various factors.

Nevertheless, in a situation where conflicting guidelines for pharmacological treatment exist and various AEs for 
pharmacological treatment are reported, this study showed the possibility of comparative advantage of certain non- 
pharmacological treatments. In addition, this study tried to increase the external validity of the results by reflecting the 
real-world clinical practice as much as possible. Finally, by successfully completing the pilot study, we were able to 
confirm the feasibility of the main large-scale study and decide to conduct the main study. The findings of this study can 
be useful information for patients and clinicians who have to choose the treatment options. If this superiority of non- 
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pharmacological treatment is confirmed once again through the main large-scale study, it will be possible to provide 
a new treatment option that is less harmful to many LDH patients.

Conclusion
It is confirmed that Non-Phm treatment could be more cost effective than Phm treatment. Further large-scale studies will 
be conducted. The findings of this study can be useful information for patients and clinicians who have to choose the 
treatment options.
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